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From David Chapman, Chief Strategist
dchapman@enrichedinvesting.com
For Technical Scoop enquiries: 416-523-5454
For Enriched InvestingTM strategy enquiries and
for Canadian Dividend Strategy enquiries: 416-203-3028
Whipsaw week, tariff spook, gangbuster payroll, reinversion warning, repo mystery, Q warning
A whipsaw week. Tariffs imposed on Brazil and Argentina spooked the markets but by week’s end suggestions
of calm with the U.S./China trade war and a gangbuster nonfarm payrolls sparked the market right back up
again. Oh yes those job numbers. Lots of anomalies and a divergence with an earlier ADP employment report.
Who’s right? Canada’s job numbers went in the opposite direction. Is Canada headed for a recession? The
Canadian Dividend Strategy is designed to allocate to cash in the event of a sustained decline, and one of the
stocks recently added to the Canadian Dividend Strategy, Storage Vault Canada Inc., provides a service,
storage, that would perform well during economic weakness.
Stock markets fell sharply early in the week then rebounded but still posted modest losses. Bond yields rose,
the U.S. dollar rose and gold fell. An OPEC surprise sparked higher oil prices.
Our recession watch spreads (pages 18 and 19) continue to re-invert back to positive. But as we have noted
while an inverted yield curve is a warning it is when they start to re-invert that a recession becomes more
probable. And then there is the mystery in the repo market and nobody wants to talk about it.
Our “Chart of the week” (page 27) looks at the Q ratio. It’s overvalued giving us another warning.
This week is the FOMC but don’t expect a rate cut. As well the Dec 15 deadline looms for at least the first
phase of a U.S./China trade deal. Don’t hold your breath. But imposition of tariffs if no deal may not happen
either. Should make for an interesting week.
Have a great week!
DC
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“Smoot and Hawley ginned up The Tariff Act of 1930 to get America back to work after the Stock Market
Crash of '29. Instead, it destroyed trade so effectively that by 1932, American exports to Europe were just a
third of what they had been in 1929. World trade fell two-thirds as other nations retaliated. Jobs
evaporated.”
—Elaine Chao, American politician, U.S. Secretary of Transportation 2017–, member Republican Party,
Secretary of Labour 2001–2009; b. 1953
“In the 1987 stock market crash, according to the conclusions of the official Brady report, colossal sales of
stock index futures by so-called portfolio insurers - whose investment strategies depended entirely on these
derivatives - greatly exacerbated the 500-point market decline.”
—Carol Loomis, American financial journalist, former senior editor-at-large for Fortune magazine; b. 1929
“There is no cause to worry. The high tide of prosperity will continue.”
—Andrew W. Mellon, September 1929, American banker, businessman, industrialist, philanthropist, art
collector, politician; 1855–1937
Andrew Mellon must have been in the camp of the perma bulls. But then, what else does one say when you
are the son of the founder of Mellon Bank (founded 1869) and served as the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury
from 1921 to 1932. He was Treasury Secretary at the time of the 1929 stock market crash and the start of the
Great Depression. He served under three presidents, including Herbert Hoover. As if that wasn’t enough,
Elaine Chao’s take on Smoot-Hawley and the trade wars of the 1930s is a rather odd statement coming from
Trump’s Secretary of Transportation, especially given Trump’s propensity to trigger trade wars.
“When a country (USA) is losing many billions of dollars on trade with virtually every country it does
business with, trade wars are good, and easy to win. Example, when we are down $100 billion with a certain
country and they get cute, don’t trade anymore-we win big. It’s easy!”
—Donald Trump, President of the United States 2017–, tweet on March 2, 2018; b. 1946
So, what happens? Trump this week alone re-imposed tariffs against Argentina and Brazil over steel and
aluminum and threatened France with tariffs on wine, cheese, and hand bags because France was imposing a
tax on digital services that could affect U.S. tech companies such as Facebook (FB) and Google (GOOG). He also
once again trash-talked the U.S. dollar and his perception that U.S. interest rates are too high. The stock
markets “tanked” from record highs, the U.S. dollar swooned, and gold rose. Cynically, we wonder if he was
short the stock market and the dollar and long gold.
The stock markets bounced right back when it appeared that, lo and behold, the U.S. and China might work out
the first phase of a trade deal by December 15. The U.S. is poised to raise tariffs once again if there is no deal.
While a deal is unlikely tariffs that are supposed to kick in may be dropped. But what if there is no deal and the
tariffs are imposed? But one wonders how anything positive could happen when the Trump signed a bill
supporting the Hong Kong protestors and Congress passed a bill supporting the Uighurs.
That seems to be what we have to and will continue to go through. A tweeting president who seems to be able
to move stock markets, the U.S. dollar, and gold at will. Yet, despite it all, the markets keep going higher. After
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all, Trump wants a higher stock market to help his re-election chances in 2020, impeachment or not. He always
seems to be a tweet away from moving it higher.
A year ago December, the stock market fell sharply with the S&P 500 ultimately down roughly 20%. No Santa
Claus rally in 2018. Or maybe not? The rally started December 26, 2018. It’s still rising despite this week’s
pause. Or is it a pause and not the start of a larger drop? There was a long pause from roughly May to October.
Sell in May and go away. Buy when it snows; sell when it goes is the mantra. It’s been snowing. The bulls would
have us believe we will just keep going. After all there is FOMA (fear of missing out), the Fed will protect us,
there is a lot of cash on the sidelines and it has to go somewhere.
The bears will say there is too much debt (there is—$250 trillion of it, up some $100 trillion since 2008), the
global economy is slowing (the IMF lowered its forecast for world GDP growth from 3.7% to 2.9%), U.S. GDP
growth has been on a downward trajectory, the trade wars will upend the stock market, the global protests
could eventually negatively impact GDP (they already are—Hong Kong, France, Chile), PE ratios are too high,
the climate crisis will negatively impact GDP. With bond yields at record lows, they are projecting that growth
could remain tepid for years. Canada, we learned, is the only country in the world with a negative yield curve.
Negative yield curves have been a precursor to a recession in the past.
S&P 500 real earnings growth is slowing, but we wouldn’t call it disastrous. What happened in 2008 was
disastrous. But then it rebounded. Some say we are in an earnings recession. The chart below shows a slowing.
S&P 500 Real Earnings Growth (%)

Source: www.multpl.com
Dividend yields are favourable. The S&P 500 dividend yield is 1.86% (source: www.multpl.com). That
compares favourably with the U.S. 10-year Treasury note at 1.74%. In Canada it’s even better with the S&P TSX
Composite dividend yield at 3.1% vs. a yield of 1.59% for the Government of Canada 10-year bond (CGBs)
(source: www.siblisresearch.com).
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But P/E levels are in what some would call nose-bleed territory. The Shiller P/E ratio, known as the Cyclically
Adjusted PE Ratio (CAPE), stands at 30.24 which is higher than it was at the time of the 1929 stock market
crash and far higher than it was in 2007 before the 2008 financial crisis. It was higher recently, but the record
high (44.19) was seen in December 1999 at the height of the high-tech/dot.com bubble. The S&P TSX
Composite CAPE ratio stands at 23.69 according to Siblis Research.
We are seeing a few disturbing issues. Junk bond credit spreads are widening. Since 2018, CCC-rated and
below high yield bonds have seen their spread from U.S. Treasuries widened to 11.44% from 7.83%.
Surprisingly, the spreads on BB-rated and BBB-rated bonds (the lowest investment grade) have remained
stable. As we noted last week, BBB-rated bonds make up the largest proportion of investment grade bonds,
making up some 40% of the U.S. corporate bond market. But a slowdown could spark credit downgrades and
the funds holding these bonds might have to sell them because they can only hold investment grade bonds.

Source: www.stlouisfed.org
Date

CCC
BB
BBB

Feb 2, 2018
7.83%
2.00%
1.15%

Sep 3, 2018
7.05%
2.30%
1.53%

Change from Feb 2,
2018
Mar 4, 2019
9.06%
2.30%
1.65%

Dec 2, 2019
11.44%
2.20%
1.43%

+3.61%
(0.10)%
(0.10)%

We have constantly talked about the Fed’s repo program. Many continue to wonder what is going on because
no explanation is forthcoming from the Fed. It seems to be the elephant in the room that nobody wants to talk
about. Many wonder whether there is a liquidity crisis out there being papered over. Deutsche Bank has been
mentioned numerous times and we are well aware of problems in the European banking sector. But could
there be a problem in the U.S. banking sector? After all, the Fed is stepping in when the banks who normally
provide funds are not providing the funds for the repo market. The real problem we suspect is in the European
banking sector. There are major problems in the Chinese banking sector and shadow banking system but that
is a problem for PBOC, not the Fed.
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Below are a couple of interesting charts. The first one looks horribly disjointed. It is. According to the chart the
Fed commenced an aggressive repo program in February 2008. It fell off sharply after October 2008 following
the Lehman Brothers collapse in September 2008. It was replaced by the TARP program, designed to bail out
the banking system. After that nothing until now, commencing in late August 2019. According to the numbers
below, the Fed has added some $207 billion of repo funds to the market.
Assets: Repurchase Agreements

Source: www.stlouisfed.org
According to the NY Fed, the repo feed has been even bigger. The chart below shows that over $300 billion has
been purchased, including both repos and Treasury Bills. The question is easy: how much Fed support is
needed to calm the repo market? And why now? And, quite simply, why? What’s going on?

Source: www.newyorkfed.org, www.biancoresearch.com, www.davidstockmancontracorner.com
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Is the world headed for a global recession? ISM manufacturing indices have been weak. But then, over the past
month or two, some (U.S. and China) have improved. The chart below shows the U.S. ISM Index along with U.S.
new orders. New orders have been rolling over and down for the past three months. The ISM index improved
in November to 50.4 and the Manufacturing PMI jumped to 52.6. Readings over 50 suggest growth in the
economy. But globally it is uneven as Manufacturing PMI’s in Japan, Germany, UK and Italy have been below
50, indicating recessionary conditions. China’s PMI recently rebounded as well, back over 50. Canada’s, for the
record is 51.4.

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com
The U.S. job numbers came in unexpectedly strong for November. Nonfarm payrolls rose 266,000, well above
the consensus of a gain of 183,000. Part of the reason for the improvement was the ending of the GM strike.
Of the 266,000 nonfarm payrolls, striking GM workers returning to work were 48,000 of the totals. Those are
not new jobs. Of the remaining jobs, over 100,000 were in low-paying jobs in retail, health care, and
hospitality. Many could be part-time. Roughly 44,000 were created in professional, technical, and financial
jobs.
The unemployment rate (U3) fell to another 50-year low at 3.5%, down from 3.6%. The last time the
unemployment rate was this low was 1968. The U6 unemployment rate (U3 plus discouraged workers
unemployed less than one year plus part-time employees seeking full-time employment) was down to 6.9%
from 7.0%. Shadow Stats unemployment (U6 plus discouraged workers defined away in 1994 unemployed over
one year) came in at 20.9% vs. 21.0%. The average job growth in 2019 has been 180,000/month vs.
223,000/month in 2018. Average hourly earnings rose 3.1% year over year. That was higher than expected and
could put upward pressure on inflation, something the Fed wants.
The unexpected jump in nonfarm payrolls, coupled with the lower unemployment rate, sparked a rally in the
stock market. As well, the U.S. dollar rose, bond prices fell (yields rose), and gold fell.
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It was no surprise, however, that the labour force participation rate fell in November to 63.2% from 63.3%,
given the decline in the U3 unemployment rate. Lowering the participation rate helps lower the
unemployment rate. Oddly enough the civilian labour force, according to the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis,
only rose 40,000 in November. A far cry from 266,000. The number reported not in the labour force increased
by 135,000 in November bringing it to 95,616,000. Of that, 54,198,000 are listed as retirees and 9,966,000 are
disabled. 37 million are considered to be living in poverty, 11% of the population and 27.3 million are not
covered by any health insurance.

Source: www.shadowstats.com
Despite the great numbers reported for nonfarm payrolls for November, there was an oddity. A couple of days
before the nonfarm payrolls come out, an employment report known as the ADP National Employment Report
is released by Moody’s Analytics. Econometrics for the ADP report and the nonfarm report are essentially the
same. Yet the ADP report showed only a jump of 67,000 workers for November a far cry from the 266,000 jobs
according to the BLS’s nonfarm report. The expectation for the ADP report was for 140,000 jobs. For the
nonfarm report the expectation was for 180,000 jobs. The ADP report came in substantially under; nonfarm
report came in substantially over. Who’s right? Normally the two are in sync.
ADP Employment vs. Nonfarm Employment

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com
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The market, however, focuses on the nonfarm report, not the ADP report. The stronger than expected jobs
numbers no doubt could put the Fed on hold as far as lowering interest rates are concerned. Many economists
are now scratching thoughts of a recession. The Fed is saying that, given the strong labour market, the U.S.
should be able to maintain a stable economy.
Canada wasn’t so lucky. Canada’s equivalent of the nonfarm payroll came in as a loss of 71,200 jobs in
November. That consisted of a fall of 38,400 full-time jobs and 32,800 part-time jobs. The market had expected
a gain of 10,000. The unemployment rate jumped to 5.9% from 5.5%, even as the labour force participation
rate fell to 65.6% from 65.7%. Is Canada headed for a recession?
Canada Unemployment Rate

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com, www.statcan.gc.ca
The job numbers in the U.S. may be calming for the authorities and stock market bulls. Consumer sentiment
also improved, coming in at 99.2 vs. 96.8 in November. It is now recession, what recession? Will FOMO take
over in the stock market and we will burst out to even higher highs? The stock markets on Friday surged on a
wave of euphoria. Any talk of the Fed cutting rates at the December is all but dead. The focus is shifting to
2020. But then there is the background noise of global protests, impeachment, climate crisis, and the tweets of
the President on trade with the looming December 15 date for at least some modicum of a trade deal with
China. And, to add to that, the mystery in the repo market.
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MARKETS AND TRENDS
% Gains (Losses)

Trends

Close
Dec 31/18

Close
Dec 6/19

Week

YTD

Daily (Short
Term)

Weekly
(Intermediate)

Monthly (Long
Term)

S&P 500
Dow Jones Industrials

2,506.85
23,327.46

3,145.91
28,015.06

0.1%
(0.2)%

25.5%
20.1%

up
up

up
up

up (topping)
up (topping)

Dow Jones Transports

9,170.40

10,708.54

(1.4)%

16.8%

up

up

NASDAQ
S&P/TSX Composite
S&P/TSX Venture (CDNX)

6,635.28
14,322.86
557.20

8,656.53
16,996.97
537.82

(0.1)%
(0.3)%
1.2%

30.5%
18.7%
(3.5)%

up
up
neutral

up
up
down

up (weak,
topping)
up (topping)
up (topping)
down

S&P 600
MSCI World Index
NYSE Bitcoin Index

844.94
1,710.88
3,769.99

1,002.13 (new highs)
1,980.45
7,403.62

0.9%
0.3%
(4.5)%

18.6%
15.8%
96.4%

up
up
down

up
up
neutral

up (topping)
up
up (weak)

160.58
186.74

217.34
%

1.2%
0.1%

35.4%
30.7

up
up

up
up

up
up

2.69
1.96

1.84
1.58

3.4%
8.2%

(31.6)%
(19.4)%

0.21

0.23

35.3%

9.5%

0.10

-0.07

41.7%

(170.0)%

US$ Index
Canadian $

95.73
0.7350

97.66
0.7540

(0.6)%
0.1%

2.0%
2.6%

down (weak)
down (weak)

up (weak)
neutral

up (weak)
down (weak)

Euro
Swiss Franc
British Pound

114.58
101.88
127.50

110.58
101.03
131.37

0.4%
1.0%
1.6%

(3.5)%
(0.8)%
3.0%

neutral
up (weak)
up

down
neutral
up

down
neutral
up

Japanese Yen

91.24

92.12

1.0%

0.8%

down

neutral

up (weak)

1,281.30

1,465.10

(0.5)%

14.3%

down (weak)

up (weak)

up

15.54
795.90

16.60
898.90

(3.0)%
(0.2)%

6.8%
12.9%

down
neutral

up (weak)
up (weak)

up (weak)
neutral

1,197.20
2.63

1,846.10 (new highs)
2.725

2.2%
2.4%

54.2%
3.6%

up
up

up
neutral

up
down (weak)

Energy
WTI Oil

45.41

59.20

7.3%

30.4%

up

neutral

neutral

Natural Gas

2.94

2.33

2.2%

(20.8)%

down

down (weak)

down

Stock Market Indices

Gold Mining Stock Indices
Gold Bugs Index (HUI)
TSX Gold Index (TGD)
Fixed Income Yields/Spreads
U.S. 10-Year Treasury yield
Cdn. 10-Year Bond yield
Recession Watch Spreads
U.S. 2-year 10-year Treasury
spread
Cdn 2-year 10-year CGB spread
Currencies

Precious Metals
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Base Metals
Palladium
Copper

Source: www.stockcharts.com, David Chapman
Note: For an explanation of the trends, see the glossary at the end of this article.
New highs/lows refer to new 52-week highs/lows.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Friday’s higher than expected nonfarm payrolls sent stock markets flying upward with the S&P 500 gaining 28+
points or almost 1.0%. It saved the week that started out poorly on Trump tweets of tariffs against Brazil and
Argentina and threats against France. The S&P 500 finished the week up a small 0.1%. Other indices did not
fare as well. The Dow Jones Industrials (DJI) lost 0.15%, the NASDAQ was off 0.1%, and the Dow Jones
Transportations (DJT) dropped 1.4%. The fact that the DJT was down so sharply and continuing to fail to make
new all-time highs is a divergence we can’t ignore. It also signals to us that global trade is not doing well.
That the averages must confirm each other is a basic tenet of Dow Theory; however, the DJI and DJT continue
to diverge with each other. Every time we have seen this happen it resulted in the strong index eventually
joining the weak index to the downside. Interestingly enough, the S&P 600 small cap was up 0.9% on the week
and made new 52-week highs. It was not, however, a new all-time high. For the record, the NYSE Composite
gained 0.3% and is within 50 points of its all-time high. The S&P 400 mid cap was up 0.6% and it too is within
20 points of its all-time high. Of the FAANGs, both Apple and Google made new all-time highs this past week.
Internationally, the London FTSE fell 1.8%, the Paris CAC 40 was off 1.8%, and the German DAX dropped 1.4%.
In Asia, China’s Shanghai Index (SSEC) was up almost 1.0% and Japan’s Tokyo Nikkei Dow (TKN) gained 0.3%.
Could there be a shift into Asia? We noted last week that the SSEC looked potentially bullish. Other Asian
markets saw Hong Kong’s Hang Seng Index gain 0.6% while the Singapore Straits Times Index was essentially
flat. India’s Nifty Fifty Index, on the other hand, lost 1.1%.
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So, what’s next for the North American stock markets? Once again, we are up against the channel lines. We
will either fail or burst through. If we burst through, the move should be what we call a blow-off. We are not
going to rule that out. This week is the FOMC (Dec 10–11) and the wide expectation is that they will leave
interest rates unchanged. As well, the December 15 tariff date with China is looming and our expectations,
based on what we are reading and sensing, are that Trump will leave things alone. He wants a deal but doesn’t
need one immediately. He mused that it might have to wait until after the election, but we wouldn’t hold our
breath. At this point, with impeachment looming, he may not want to rattle or provoke the Chinese further. If
nothing happens, then the stock market could burst through the channel and start a blow-off move into
January 2020. Think of it as a Santa Claus rally on steroids.
If, however, things fail then the stock market could turn down once again. In the interim, we could see new alltime highs. The S&P 500 has some room to move higher this week within the channel but not much, possibly
to 3,175. The first sign of trouble would be for the S&P 500 to break back under this week’s low at 3,070. A
break under 3,000 would be negative and suggest a decline to 2,900.
So, two scenarios for this week. One, we wiggle higher but eventually fail. Or two, we burst through and start a
blow-off move into January. Since December 15 falls on the weekend, the scenario might not play itself out
until the following week. Either way, for investors a blow-off move is for speculators only. And either way it
promises to be an interesting week.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
This is an interesting chart. This is the S&P 500/S&P GSCI Commodity Index ratio. A rising ratio favours the S&P
500 over commodities. A falling ratio favours commodities over stocks. This ratio is another way of looking at
the DJI/Gold ratio. From the peak in 1999 to the final low in June 2008, commodities were favoured. The final
low was seen in August 2011 which coincidently coincided with the top in gold. Since then, stocks have been
favoured over commodities. However, the ratio topped in January 2016 and that top has held since. This past
week the ratio fell 1.6%, suggesting commodities are being favoured over stocks. The ratio is threatening to
break down under the 4-year MA and break under the uptrend line from the 2011 low. On Friday the ratio
closed at 5.56. The 4-year MA is at 5.50 and the uptrend line is just below near 5.20. A firm breakdown under 5
would set the tone and we could go on a multi-year run of commodities being favoured over stocks. The ratio,
of course, could still bounce around here but it is noteworthy we are approaching that 2016 low at 5.29. A
break of that level could set up the break of the uptrend line. Something to watch going forward. A breakdown
of this ratio would also be positive for gold.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
This past week the McLellan Summation Index (ratio-adjusted), known as the RASI, fell under 500 even as the
S&P 500 was moving higher. This a divergence. It doesn’t mean that the S&P 500 is about to top, but it does
act as a potential warning sign. The NYSE advance-decline line continues to rise, suggesting to the bulls that
the stock market should also move higher. The VIX volatility indicator is falling once again but we’ll watch for
divergences. If the VIX does not make new lows along with the S&P 500 making new highs that would act as
another warning sign. The put/call ratio still favours calls as the market moves higher this past week. So, while
some sentiment and breadth indicators remain positive, the RASI is signaling the opposite. No, it doesn’t the
mean the market is about to fall but it is a warning sign.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
The TSX Composite pushed higher this past week, thanks to a sharp gain of 3.8% in the Energy sector. The TSX
Energy Index (TEN) represents 16.1% of the TSX Composite. Financials are the largest TSX component and with
them falling 2.0% this past week it most likely prevented the TSX Composite from making new highs. The
Financials represent 32.1% of the TSX. The rise in the TSX did not take out the top of what appears as a
potential ascending wedge triangle this past week. Only a firm breakout over 17,200 would do that. Two subindices did make new all-time highs this past week: Information Technology and Utilities. Only three of the 14
sub-indices were down on the week. Besides Financials, both Consumer Discretionary and Materials were
down. Real Estate was flat while the remaining 10 sub-indices posted gains on the week. The recent low for
the TSX Composite was at 16,816, so a breakdown under 16,800 would be negative, particularly if
accompanied with no new high. A breakdown under 16,800 could set up a fall down to 16,500 at minimum. On
a positive note, the TSX Venture Exchange (CDNX) put in another up week, gaining almost 1.2%. That marked
the third consecutive week of gains and turned the daily or short-term trend neutral from down. Could there
be a shift into small caps going on?
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
With bank earnings in Canada coming in below expectations, the TSX Financials Index (FS) fell 2.0% this past
week. Bank indices, represented here by the KBW Bank Index (BKX) in the U.S. and the iShares MSCI Europe
Financials ETF (EUFN), paused but didn’t fall. If there is trouble in the banking system being papered over by
the Fed’s repo program it is not showing. All three indices appear to have broken out in October/November.
The pause or pullback could be a test of the breakout zone. The TSX Financials would only fail with a
breakdown under 300. Both the BKX and the EUFN do not appear to be poised to break down and both could
be poised to move higher. But a test of the breakout zone is positive to ensure that the breakout is solid.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Bitcoin began trading back in 2015, and ever since then Bitcoin and the DJI have generally followed the same
route. Bitcoin made its big top in December 2017 and the DJI followed, making its top in January 2018. Both
Bitcoin and the DJI made important lows in December 2018. Bitcoin’s most recent top was in June 2019 and
the DJI did follow with a high in mid-July. However, the two started to diverge in August with the DJI turning
up and Bitcoin continuing down. That happened back in 2018 as well. In August 2018, both Bitcoin and the DJI
turned higher. However, before month-end, Bitcoin turned down once again even as the DJI turned higher.
The DJI didn’t top until October. Bitcoin never recovered even as it was drifting lower. Both Bitcoin and the DJI
then plunged from November into the December 2018 lows. The two tend to follow each other, so when they
don’t it is a divergence. Bitcoin is still moving lower even as the DJI is turning higher. As in 2018, Bitcoin could
be building a platform to eventually fall off of. Could the DJI then follow? Bitcoin lost 4.5% this past week but
still remains up almost 100% on the year. There are still a mind-boggling 4,904 cryptocurrencies listed at Coin
Market Cap. The market cap of all cryptos has fallen to $204.5 billion with Bitcoin the largest at a market cap of
$136.9 billion, representing almost 67% of the entire crypto market. Together with number 2 and 3, Ethereum
and XRP, they represent a market cap of $162.9 billion or almost 80% of the crypto market. Doesn’t leave
much for the other 4,901 cryptos. There are still 11 cryptos listed with a market cap of $1 billion or more.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Friday’s stronger than expected nonfarm payrolls helped push up bond yields as the U.S. 10-year Treasury note
closed at 1.84%, up 3.4% on the week or 6 bp. There is resistance just above at 1.90%, but a break above that
level could send the 10-year up over 2.00%. The 200-day MA is currently at 2.07% and that could be a target.
The strong nonfarm payrolls on Friday seems to have ended any talk that the Fed might cut their key interest
rate at the Dec 10–11 meeting. Nonetheless, with the Fed meeting this week it should be another volatile
week. This week’s meeting is the final one of 2019. We are also starting to approach the December 15 date for
imposing more tariffs on China. Here, the action in the stock market and bond market seems to suggest that
there won’t be any further moves on tariffs, irrespective of whether there is at least some sort of preliminary
deal in place. Also, out this coming week is the consumer price index (CPI). The market is expecting a 0.1% gain
in the CPI and a 0.2% gain in the core inflation rate (ex food and energy). Year over year, the expectation is for
the CPI to be up 1.9% and the core inflation rate to be up 2.3%. Anything higher could send bond prices lower,
yields higher (yields move inversely to prices). The CPI is due on December 11, the same date that the Fed
makes its interest rate decision. The Fed would welcome more inflation. The PPI comes out the next day,
December 12, and on Friday the 13th we get retail sales (expected gain of 0.3% for November). The jagged
upward pattern we are seeing for the 10-year suggests to us that we should break out above 1.90% and
eventually over 2.00%. A break under 1.70% would send bond yields lower. But we suspect that would only
occur if the Fed cuts rates and CPI and retail sales surprise sharply to the downside.
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Recession Watch Spread

Source: www.stockcharts.com
Our recession watch spread of the U.S. 10-year Treasury note less the U.S. 2-year Treasury note widened
again, this time to 23 bp from 17 bp the previous week. The 2–10 spread only briefly went negative back in
August. Since then it has reverted to positive. A negative yield curve could signify a coming recession, but
history also shows that the recession doesn’t become a possibility until the yield curve re-inverts positive once
again.
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Recession Watch Spread 2

Source: www.stockcharts.com
This chart shows us our second recession spread using the U.S. 10-year Treasury note less the U.S. 3-month
Treasury bill (3m–10 spread). Note how, once the spread goes negative, that the S&P 500 has a tendency to
keep on rising. This was especially the case back in 2006. It wasn’t until the 3m–10 spread re-inverted positive
once again that the S&P 500 eventually fell and that wasn’t right away. So far, we are seeing the same thing.
The 3m–10 spread went negative in May 2019, hitting a low of negative 52 bp in August. The curve re-inverted
positive again in October and is now positive 31 bp. Quite the turnaround. The S&P 500 has also continued to
the upside, gaining 6.5% since early October. Back in 2007 the 3m–10 spread turned positive in July. The S&P
500 topped in October. If the time lag is the same this time around, and there is no rule that says it has to be,
then the stock market could make its final top in January 2020.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
The stronger than expected nonfarm payrolls on Friday may have saved the US$ Index from a breakdown. The
US$ Index spiked down to a low of 97.20 before reversing and closing up on the day. So, is this another save
for the US$ Index? Maybe, but we wouldn’t bet on it until the index takes out 98.25 to the upside. The odds
and the pattern continue to favour the downside. Friday’s rebound didn’t save the US$ Index from a down
week. It lost about 0.6%. The euro was up 0.4%, the Swiss franc gained 1.0%, the pound sterling leaped up
1.6%, while the Japanese yen was up 0.8. The Canadian dollar gained a small 0.1%. For the Canadian dollar it
would have been more, but Friday’s job numbers in Canada were the opposite of the U.S.’s nonfarm payrolls
and, as a result, the Canadian dollar reversed sharply to the downside. The pound sterling’s gain is now
pointing to a big Conservative victory this coming week. For better or worse, Boris Johnson’s Conservatives
appear headed to victory. That ought to seal Brexit with all its potential for economic disruption. The US$
Index’s reversal on Friday was impressive but it should be ultimately short-lived. There might be some followthrough, but the odds favour a return to the downside. Another break of 97.30 would seal the deal and target
the US$ Index next down to 96.75. Below 96.75, further downside could occur. As noted, only a breakout
above 98.25 might change the bearish scenario. Resistance is seen up to 98.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Gold started the week rising on word that the U.S./China trade deal may falter again and the imposition of
tariffs on Brazil and Argentina. It fell sharply on Friday following the release of the stronger than expected
nonfarm payrolls. That the nonfarm payrolls have questionable calculations, overstate the real position, and
are subject to revisions down the road makes little difference in the here and now. Gold fell 0.5% this past
week while silver was down 3%. Gold and silver diverged as silver made a new low for its move to the
downside but gold did not. Both gold and silver diverged with the gold stocks as they rose while gold and silver
(the metals) fell. Platinum was off a small 0.2% but palladium continued its record-breaking pace, gaining 2.2%.
Copper exhibited strength off of the nonfarm payrolls and rose 2.4% on the week. That’s potentially good for
gold as copper has a tendency to lead gold. Sentiment towards gold and silver is not what we would deem
extreme. Too many people in the gold commentary industry remain too bullish. We were also perplexed with
the bet that a mystery buyer made purchasing 5,000 call options on gold at a $4,000 strike price with an expiry
date of June 2021. Moneywise, that was a $1.75 million bet. Since most purchases of options expire worthless
it is quite a bet. It is also the kind of thing we’d expect to see at significant tops. However, with the U.S. dollar
looking increasingly toppy, who knows—the bet may pay off big time. The buyer doesn’t need to reach $4,000.
The buyer just needs a significant spike and the options would increase in value. Nonetheless, there could be
another plunge coming here for gold to complete the c wave of what appears as a double zigzag pattern
abcabcabc. Gold may or may not see new lows. New lows would be below $1,446 and potentially take gold
down towards $1,420. Our breakout point remains at $1,500 with resistance above there at $1,520. Above
$1,530/$1,540 gold could make new highs above $1,566. We continue to have unfulfilled targets for gold up to
$1,725 based on the huge multi-year bottom pattern that formed between 2013 and 2019. Others have much
higher targets.
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Source: www.cotpricecharts.com
The gold commercial COT has not been encouraging. The commercial COT came in at 28% this past week
unchanged from the previous week. However, the mix changed as long open interest rose over 12,000
contracts while short open interest over 29,000 contracts. We interpret that as being bearish going forward.
We do note, however, that even the commercials can be wrong sometimes. The large speculators COT (hedge
funds, managed futures, etc.) was also unchanged at 86%. That remains rather bearish.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
As we noted, silver fell to a new low for the move down this past week but it was not confirmed by gold which
failed to make new lows. Silver was down 3% this past week. The gold stocks were up on the week instead of
down and they remain off their lows. Silver is still holding in the triangle configuration; however, it is at the
lower end of the pattern. A breakdown under $16.50 could suggest that silver could fall to next support near
$16, with interim support near $16.25. Below $16, major support would not come until it reached near $15.
To the upside, the recent high near $17.40 is proving to be resistance so a break over that level could send
silver quickly up to $18. Silver is at a crossroads here. Volume hasn’t been impressive, suggesting all this
backing and filling is corrective in nature.
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Source: www.cotpricecharts.com
We were hoping to see some improvement in the commercial COT for silver, but no such luck. The commercial
COT actually slipped this past week to 32% from 33%. It wasn’t as bad as it looks as long open interest fell
roughly 3,000 contracts and short open interest fell about the same. The large speculators COT was unchanged
at 70%. Overall, the silver commercial COT remains somewhat bearish, suggesting we may have further
downside work to do on silver prices.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
The gold stocks are failing to keep pace to the downside with gold and silver. This is a potentially positive and
encouraging development. Both the Gold Bugs Index (HUI) and the TSX Gold Index (TGD) saw gains this past
week, even as both gold and silver closed lower on the week. The HUI gained almost 1.2% while the TGD was
up a more modest 0.1%, but at least it was positive. Both have continued their blistering pace in 2019 with the
HUI up 35.4% and the TGD up 30.7% on the year. Sentiment is rather neutral with the Gold Miners Bullish
Percent Index currently at 72. A level of 100 would be extreme bullishness while 0 would be extreme
bearishness. The only time we saw extremes was the July 2016 top and the December 2015 low. Since making
a low at 230 on October 22, the TGD has been making a small series of higher highs and higher lows. We
appeared to break out earlier in the week, but the failure to hold the breakout caused us to reset our breakout
point. Currently that is at 255. A firm breakout over that level that holds could target up to 295–300. Support is
now at 235–240 and the TGD would not break down unless it broke under 230. A breakdown under 220 would
be fatal to the TGD and we could fall sharply from there. Major long-term support is seen at 190. Indicators are
pretty neutral here, so if gold and silver turn up again the gold stocks will benefit considerably.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Cut, cut, cut! Surprise! OPEC, led by Saudi Arabia, did surprise everyone this past week by agreeing to an
additional 500,000 bpd cut. The Saudis said they would maintain their unilateral cuts beyond what was
required to defend oil prices. Oil responded by jumping $4 on the week or 7.3%. The 500,000 bpd is in addition
to cuts made last March. OPEC was already producing below their current limit. So, some were wondering
what these additional cuts might mean. There are already production issues in Iraq and Iran because of
ongoing unrest in both countries and severe sanctions placed on Iran.
The WTI oil chart is now looking bullish, just in time for the best seasonals. The December–June period is
known as the best period to be invested in oil and gas. Natural gas prices managed a gain of 2.2% on the week.
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The energy stocks responded positively with the Arco Oil & Gas Index (XOI) rising 1.4% and the TSX Energy
Index (TEN) doing even better with a gain of 3.8%. WTI oil jumped off of support of converging MAs and closed
over the important 200-day MA. But resistance lies above at $60/$62. Once WTI oil clears $62, targets could be
up to $75 to $80. The XOI is just starting to rise and has some distance to go to break out over 1,260 with
targets up to 1,800. The TEN (not shown) needs to break out over 138 and would then have targets up to 190.
WTI oil has solid support, it appears, down to $55/$57. The XOI has support down to 1,180. If oil should fail,
the absolute breakdown point is at $50/$52.
Chart of the Week

Source: www.dshort.com
Ah, yes. The Q ratio—or, as it is more properly known, Tobin’s Q Ratio. Nobel Laureate James Tobin developed
the Q ratio as a method of evaluating the fair value of the stock market. The Q ratio is the total price of the
market divided by the replacement cost of all its companies. Because of the complexity of calculating this, the
government actually does the work by collecting all the data. The Fed supplies the numbers through its
financial account releases (www.federalreserve.gov/releases/z1/).
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The data, while important, is a lagging one as it is usually at least two months behind at any point in time.
Earlier data was calculated in a somewhat different manner, even if the data is ultimately comparable. The alltime high for the Q ratio was at the peak of the high-tech/dot.com bubble in 1999–2000 when it hit 2.17. That
suggested that the market price was 180% overvalued. The most recent data suggests that the market price is
150% overvalued. It is higher than it was even at the time of the 2008 financial crisis.
Despite the overvaluation, it is noted that overvalued and undervalued are conditions that can persist for
some time, even years. Ultimately, however, it reverts to the mean. And the Q ratio correlates well to stock
market peaks and bottoms. The tech bubble peak was a prime example. Given that the Q ratio is currently
considerably overvalued, it is something to keep in mind going forward. This does not last forever.

Copyright David Chapman, 2019
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Disclaimer

GLOSSARY
Trends
Daily – Short-term trend (For swing traders)
Weekly – Intermediate-term trend (For longterm trend followers)
Monthly – Long-term secular trend (For longterm trend followers)
Up – The trend is up.
Down – The trend is down
Neutral – Indicators are mostly neutral. A trend
change might be in the offing.
Weak – The trend is still up or down but it is
weakening. It is also a sign that the trend might
change.
Topping – Indicators are suggesting that while
the trend remains up there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is topping.
Bottoming – Indicators are suggesting that
while the trend is down there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is bottoming.

David Chapman is not a registered advisory service
and is not an exempt market dealer (EMD). He does
not and cannot give individualised market advice. The
information in this newsletter is intended only for
informational and educational purposes. It should not
be construed as an offer, a solicitation of an offer or
sale of any security. The reader assumes all risk when
trading in securities and David Chapman advises
consulting a licensed professional financial advisor or
portfolio manager such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated before proceeding with any trade or idea
presented in this newsletter. Before making an
investment, prospective investors should review each
security’s offering documents which summarize the
objectives, fees, expenses and associated risks. David
Chapman shares his ideas and opinions for
informational and educational purposes only and
expects the reader to perform due diligence before
considering a position in any security. That includes
consulting with your own licensed professional
financial advisor such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated. Performance is not guaranteed, values
change frequently, and past performance may not be
repeated.
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